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a b s t r a c t

In visual search, an irrelevant colour singleton captures attention when the colour of the distractor
changes across trials (e.g., from red to green), but not when the colour remains constant (Becker,
2007). The present study shows that intertrial changes of the distractor colour also modulate oculomotor
capture: an irrelevant colour singleton distractor was only selected more frequently than the inconspic-
uous nontargets (1) when its features had switched (compared to the previous trial), or (2) when the dis-
tractor had been presented at the same position as the target on the previous trial. These results throw
doubt on the notion that colour distractors capture attention and the eyes because of their high feature
contrast, which is available at an earlier point in time than information about specific feature values.
Instead, attention and eye movements are apparently controlled by a system that operates on feature-
specific information, and gauges the informativity of nominally irrelevant features.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

At any moment in time, our visual environment contains much
irrelevant information that is not immediately important to our
goals. Attention selects specific items from a cluttered visual scene
for further processing and discards irrelevant information. Given
the importance of attention for conscious perception and action,
researchers around the world have taken great efforts to find out
what guides attention and controls eye movements.

Current theories of visual attention assume that attention can
be guided by two attentional systems: first, salient items can cap-
ture attention and the eyes in a stimulus-driven manner to regions
in the visual field that have a high feature contrast (e.g., Theeuwes,
1991; Theeuwes, 1992). Secondly, capture by salient stimuli can be
modulated by the intentions and goals of the observers. For in-
stance, when observers know that the target is red, the atten-
tion-driving capacity of all red objects is enhanced, compared
with the non-red objects in the visual field (e.g., Duncan & Humph-
reys, 1989; Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk, Remington, & Johnston,
1992; Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1993; Wolfe, 1994).

Knowledge about the exact features of an irrelevant distractor
can also attenuate the attention-driving capacity of irrelevant sali-
ent distractors. For instance, Theeuwes and Burger (1998) showed
that an irrelevant distractor with a unique colour can be success-
fully ignored when both the features of the target and of the dis-
tractor are known and remain constant throughout a block,
whereas the salient distractor interferes with selection of the tar-
get when either the features of the target or of the distractor vary

(e.g., between red and green). Similar results were also obtained
with respect to eye movements: Theeuwes, de Vries, and Godijn
(2003) found that, in search for a shape target, a salient colour dis-
tractor did not produce oculomotor capture when both the exact
target shape and the colour of the distractor were known and re-
mained constant, whereas the distractor was selected on 38% of
all trials when the features of the target and the distractor ran-
domly varied. These results were taken to show that salient items
have an inherent attention-driving capacity, which in turn can be
modulated and even overridden by top-down attentional control
settings. The effectiveness of such top-down control settings in
turn critically depends on the observers’ knowledge about the spe-
cific features of the target and distractor (e.g., Theeuwes & Burger,
1998; Theeuwes et al., 2003).

Recent studies investigating intertrial priming effects however
called this view into question. To note, in previous studies, top-
down knowledge about the features of the target was prevented
by switching the features of the target and the remaining items
across trials. Similarly, knowledge about the distractor feature
was prevented by switching the features of the distractor and the
remaining items across trials, so that the distractor feature could
either be repeated or switched, compared to the previous trial.
However, repeating versus switching features can modulate search
performance on a trial-by-trial basis (Maljkovic & Nakayama,
1994). In particular, switching the features of the target with the
nontarget features can slow response times (RT) by 50–100 ms,
compared to repetition trials (e.g., Becker, 2008a; Becker, 2008b;
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994). Moreover, eye movement studies
showed that the target could be selected faster and with higher
accuracy on repetition trials than on switch trials, where the eyes
frequently selected one of the nontargets before moving over to
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the target: For example, in colour search, 12% of first eye move-
ments went to a nontarget on switch trials, compared to 4% on rep-
etition trials; in size search, 44% of first eye movements went to a
nontarget on switch trials, compared to 23% on repetition trials
(Becker, 2008a).

These findings have been taken to show that there is a third atten-
tional system that modulates the attention-driving capacity of the
target when the features of target and nontargets vary randomly.
According to the priming of pop-out hypothesis, selection of a pop-
out target on a given trial activates the particular feature value of
the target (e.g., red), which carries over to the next trial and primes
attention shifts to items which possess this feature value. There is
still a debate about whether these priming effects should be attrib-
uted to a top-down or a bottom-up controlled mechanism (for a re-
view, see Kristjansson & Campana, 2010). However, what seems to
be clear is that these carry-over effects are automatic and occur
without active support from top-down controlled processes.

Note that these automatic intertrial carry-over effects are also
very powerful: Studies on attention and eye movements have
shown that priming effects can override the effects of the other
two known attentional systems in the guidance of attention and
the programming of eye movements. First, priming modulates
attention shifts and eye movements even when observers know
the target feature that will be presented on the upcoming trial,
indicating that priming effects persist despite perfect top-down
knowledge (e.g., Becker, 2008a; Hillstrom, 2000; Maljkovic &
Nakayama, 1994). Second, switching the target and nontarget fea-
tures misguides attention and eye movements to the nontargets
even in pop-out search, where the nontargets are all non-salient
and the target is the only salient item in the display (e.g., Becker,
2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2010). This indicates that feature-based
intertrial effects modulate the attention-driving capacity of items
to such an extent that they can override the bottom-up saliency-
based guidance system. The latter fact was also noted by Maljkovic
and Nakayama (1994), who concluded that pop-out items with a
unique feature do not pop out solely in virtue of their feature con-
trast, but need to be ‘‘primed” by the previous target feature in or-
der to pop out (cf. Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994).

In sum, the finding that intertrial carry-over effects can strongly
modulate the attention-driving capacity of very salient pop-out
targets calls into question the importance of feature contrasts
and top-down knowledge in the guidance of attention. More
importantly, priming effects could also already be sufficient to ex-
plain differences in search performance that were previously
attributed to a lack of top-down knowledge about the target fea-
ture. Since previous studies regularly introduced target feature
uncertainty by varying the features of the target, it is possible that
performance decrements in this condition reflect switch costs, so
that it is possible that effects which were previously attributed
to a top-down, feature-specific attentional system are entirely
due to intertrial carry-over effects (cf. Kristjansson, Wang, &
Nakayama, 2002; Pinto, Olivers, & Theeuwes, 2005; but see Becker,
Ansorge, & Horstmann, 2009; Folk & Remington, 2008).

Intertrial priming effects could also be responsible for effects
that were previously attributed to the bottom-up, saliency-based
attentional system. The prime evidence for the view that feature
contrasts can guide attention and eye movements is presumably
the demonstration that salient items can capture attention even
when they are irrelevant to the task (e.g., Theeuwes, 1991; Theeu-
wes, 1992). However, the interpretation of these findings is less
clear when we consider that intertrial priming effects can also
modulate capture by irrelevant salient distractors. A study by
Becker (2007) showed that, in search for a size target, an irrelevant
colour singleton distractor only captured attention when its fea-
tures switched, compared to the previous trial (e.g., from red dis-
tractor among green items, to green distractor among red items).

By contrast, when the colours of the distractor and the remaining
items were repeated, the distractor did not capture (Becker,
2007), indicating that attentional capture by an irrelevant salient
distractor, too, is mediated by intertrial priming effects. Presum-
ably, the feature of the distractor (e.g., red) is usually inhibited
on each trial, and this inhibition automatically carries over to the
next trial. Thus, if the distractor feature is repeated, the inhibited
feature of the distractor cannot compete for attention with the tar-
get and thus, does not capture. By contrast, when the features of
the distractor and the remaining items switch, all other items in-
herit the inhibited feature, so that the distractor has a relative
advantage in the competition for attention and thus can capture
attention on a portion of trials (e.g., Becker, 2007; see also Olivers
& Humphreys, 2003; Pinto et al., 2005).

Previous studies have shown that the strength of distractor
inhibition can vary. For instance, it has been found that infrequent
or rare distractors can capture attention, whereas capture is usu-
ally much reduced or even eliminated when the distractor is pre-
sented frequently during a block of trials (e.g., Geyer, Müller, &
Krummenacher, 2008). This has been taken to show that inhibition
of the irrelevant distractor depends on the observers’ expectancies,
and whether they have a good incentive to inhibit the distractor
feature – whereby there is more incentive to inhibit frequent dis-
tractors than infrequent ones.

In addition, it has been found that inhibition of the distractor
varies with differences in the way the distractor is mapped to
the target and nontarget features. Distractor effects are commonly
assessed in two different visual search paradigms; (a) in the Irrel-
evant Singleton Paradigm (henceforth: ISP), where the distractor is
presented at chance level at the target location (e.g., Yantis &
Egeth, 1999), and (b) in the Additional Singleton Paradigm (hence-
forth: ASP), where the distractor is never presented at the target
location (e.g., Theeuwes, 1991; Theeuwes, 1992). Note that the sin-
gleton distractor is consistently mapped to the nontargets in the
ASP, whereas this mapping is inconsistent in the ISP, where dis-
tractor and target can be presented at the same location. Previous
studies showed a trend for more interference by the irrelevant dis-
tractor in the ISP than in the ASP (Becker, 2007). This indicates that
the distractor feature was less strongly inhibited in the ISP, possi-
bly because strong inhibition of the distractor feature would have
impaired search on valid trials, where the distractor is presented at
the same location as the target.

Taken together, the available evidence suggests that attentional
capture by an irrelevant colour singleton distractor does not de-
pend so much on knowledge about the features of the distractor,
or on its saliency, but on automatic intertrial carry-over effects,
which dynamically change the attention-driving capacity of the
distractor on a trial-by-trial basis (cf. Becker, 2007).

1.1. Aim of the present study

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether
switching the colours of the distractor and the remaining items
would affect eye movements in visual search, and lead to more
oculomotor capture by the salient distractor. To that aim, the eye
movements of the observers were tracked in four different condi-
tions of a size search task with an additional or irrelevant colour
singleton (ASP vs. ISP), while the colour of the distractor either re-
mained constant across a block of trials, or randomly switched
across trials. Assessing oculomotor capture also allows a more
decisive test of whether switch trials indeed lead to stronger atten-
tional capture: Previous research shows that eye movements are
preceded by attention shifts to a location (e.g., Deubel & Schneider,
1996). Thus, monitoring the eye movements of the observers dur-
ing search can provide detailed information about the location that
was attended.
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To date, the question of whether switch trials will initiate more
frequent visual selection of the irrelevant distractor has not been
examined. However, this is an important question, because switch
trials could amplify the distractor effect without directly modulating
the attention-driving capacity of the distractor. First, it should be
noted that previous studies assessed capture by assessing baseline
RTs and response-compatibility effects (Becker, 2007). This evidence
may be regarded as being still somewhat indirect, because response-
compatibility effects may not be due to attentional capture by the
irrelevant distractor, but could reflect parallel processing of target
and distractor (e.g., Becker, 2007; Folk, Remington, & Wu, 2009).
According to this view, the distractor may not have captured atten-
tion fully, but diverted only a small portion of the attentional re-
sources, so that processing of the target was delayed, and
processing of the response-relevant item at the distractor location
could interfere with processing of the response-related item of the
target. However, if it can be shown that switch trials produce oculo-
motor capture by the irrelevant distractor, this would indicate that,
in previous studies, stronger distractor effects on switch trials were
indeed due to the fact that the distractor captured attention (because
eye movements presumably indicate that at least the majority of
attentional resources was allocated to this location).

A second complication of previous studies is that they cannot ex-
clude that switching the colours of all items in the display amplified
the distractor effect by interfering primarily with detection of the
target. The presence of a salient distractor could add noise to the dis-
play, thus making it harder to find the target without necessarily
instigating a shift of attention to its location. In line with this idea,
Theeuwes et al. (2003) found that, in search for a shape target, the
presence of an irrelevant colour distractor significantly reduced
the proportion of first eye movements to the target, compared with
a distractor absent control condition. However, this reduction was
due to the fact that observers frequently selected one of the incon-
spicuous nontargets (on 31% of all trials), whereas the irrelevant dis-
tractor was selected on only 1.5% of all trials. This indicates that the
presence of an irrelevant distractor can interfere with target selec-
tion without directly summoning attention or eye movements to
its location. Analogously, it is conceivable that switching the colours
of the distractor and the remaining items interferes with target
selection, without directly modulating the attention-driving capac-
ity of the distractor. In particular, it is possible that switch trials im-
pair target selection such that all irrelevant items – that is, the
nontargets and the distractor – are selected more frequently than
on repetition trials. This hypothesis is consistent with the observa-
tion that compatibility effects were amplified on switch trials (e.g.,
Becker, 2007), but it would offer an alternative explanation for that.
Hence, it would be wrong to claim that switching features increases
the attention-driving capacity of the distractor, because switch trials
would primarily modulate the attention-driving capacity of the tar-
get and not of the distractor.

The present study addressed this problem by assessing oculo-
motor capture by comparing the proportion of first fixations on
the distractor with the proportion of first fixations on the nontar-
gets. This allows to determine whether the distractor was selected
because the distractor’s attention-driving capacity was enhanced,
or because target’s attention-driving capacity was impaired: If
changing the distractor colour across trials primarily modulates
the attention-driving capacity of the target, then we should ob-
serve an increase in first fixations on the distractor but also an in-
crease of fixations on the inconspicuous nontargets. If, on the other
hand, switch trials selectively increase the attention-driving capac-
ity of the distractor, then this should lead to an increase in the fix-
ations on the irrelevant distractor without a concomitant increase
in the proportion of nontarget fixations.

In addition to the proportion of eye movements, the latencies of
fixations on the target, the distractor and the nontargets were also

analysed, to ensure that differences in the proportion of first fixa-
tions were not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off. To note, eye
movements that are initiated at an earlier point in time are more
prone to saccade errors, and the proportion of erroneous saccades
decreases with increasing saccade latencies (e.g., Findlay, 1997).
Hence, it is important to monitor the fixation latencies, to ensure
that a particular condition (e.g., switch trial) does not produce
more erroneous fixations by such speed-accuracy trade-offs.

The fixation latencies, or in short: VRTs (visual response times),
were measured as the duration from the onset of the trial until
selection of an item, whereby a fixation was counted as a fixation
on a target or nontarget when the gaze was within 1� of the centre
of the stimulus. Thus, the VRTs reported here do not reflect only
the saccade initiation times, but also the time needed to execute
the saccade.

Other studies have occasionally used the point in time where
the eyes left a (randomly) defined area around the fixation point
as a measure for VRTs (or SRTs: saccadic response times), or a com-
bined speed-/space-based criterion (e.g., the point in time where
an eye movement directed at a particular item exceeded the speed
of 30�/s, or exceeded a particular acceleration; e.g., Theeuwes et al.,
2003). Computing the VRTs in this way seemed less ideal for the
purpose of the present study, because the endpoint of a saccade
can deviate from its initial direction. Thus, computations of mean
VRTs and computations of the mean proportion of first saccades
that terminate on an item will usually be based on different pools
of trials. This however complicates assessing the possibility of a
speed-accuracy trade-off. By contrast, applying the same end-
point-criterion to measurements of VRTs and the proportion of first
fixations on an item ensures that the data are based on the same
pool of trials, which allows assessing speed-accuracy trade-offs
in a more straightforward manner. Secondly, the present method
of computing VRTs seemed more appropriate, because the pres-
ence of an irrelevant distractor can also affect eye movements
while a saccade is executed: For instance, saccades are usually
curved away from an irrelevant colour singleton (e.g., Becker
et al., 2009; Ludwig & Gilchrist, 2002; Ludwig & Gilchrist, 2003;
Van der Stigchel, Meeter, & Theeuwes, 2006; Wu & Remington,
2003), and saccades initially directed at a distractor can change
direction in mid-flight (e.g., Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002; Godijn &
Theeuwes, 2003). Hence, including the time needed to execute a
saccade is a potentially more sensitive measure – this at least holds
with regard to the present question, whether and to what extent a
distractor can affect the first eye movement on a trial.

2. Experiment

In the present study, observers had to search for a target bar
that was consistently thicker and larger than the nontarget bars,
and to respond to its orientation (see Becker, 2007). To assess
whether the differences between the target and nontarget bars
were sufficient to produce a pop-out effect, the number of items
(set size) was varied between 5 and 7. Efficient search or pop-out
is usually inferred if search times are below 10 ms/item (e.g.,
Wolfe, 1998). As in the study of Becker (2007), search performance
was assessed in four conditions: (1) In the ASP constant (ASPconst)
condition, the colour singleton distractor always had the same col-
our (e.g., red) and was never presented at the target location. (2) In
the ASP mixed (ASPmixed) condition, the colour of the distractor and
the remaining items randomly changed across trials, so that the
distractor was unforeseeably either red or green (whereas
the remaining items were presented in the other colour). (3) In
the ISP constant (ISPconst) condition, the distractor always had the
same colour across all trials (and this was the same colour as in
the ASPconst condition), but the distractor was presented at the
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same location as the target at chance level (i.e., on 1/6 of all trials).
(4) In the ISP mixed (ISPmixed) condition, the distractor colour ran-
domly varied across all trials, and the distractor was presented at
the target location at chance level (see Fig. 1 for an example of
the displays).

In the ISP conditions, the distractor could be presented at the
target location, constituting a valid distractor trial, or it could be
presented away from the target, constituting an invalid distractor
trial (e.g., Yantis, 1993; Yantis & Egeth, 1999). In the ASP condi-
tions, the distractor was always invalid. In the ASP and ISP mixed
conditions, the colour of the distractor and the remaining items
were chosen randomly on each trial. In a sequence of trials, the col-
our of the distractor and the target from the previous trial could
thus either be repeated, constituting a ‘‘repetition trial”, or the col-
ours could switch, constituting a ‘‘switch trial”. Moreover, in the
ISP conditions, trials could be preceded by invalid trials (n � 1 in-
valid trial) or by valid trials (n � 1 valid trial). Switch trials in the
ASPmixed condition and n � 1 valid trials in the ISPconst condition
have similar yet slightly different characteristics: on both switch
trials and n � 1 valid trials, the colour of the target changes, com-
pared to the previous trial. However, on switch trials, the colour of
the distractor, too, changes, whereas on n � 1 valid trials, the dis-
tractor colour remains the same and only the target feature
changes (because it was previously presented at the same position
as the distractor. In the ISPmixed condition, it is also possible that
only the distractor colour changes on n � 1 valid trials, whereas
the target colour remains the same). One aim of the present study
was to examine whether valid trials have a stronger impact on sub-
sequent (invalid) trials; for instance, because the distractor is then
correlated with the target location, which may produce stronger

activation of the target colour or stronger inhibition of the colour
of all nontargets (than on invalid trials, where the nontargets are
always mixed red and green; see Becker, 2007).

To assess the effect of changing the target and/or distractor col-
ours across trials, capture by the irrelevant distractor was assessed
within each experimental condition and between conditions. If a
condition (e.g., switching the features of the distractor and the
remaining items) increases the capacity of the irrelevant distractor
to capture, then we should observe more frequent selection of the
distractor, but not of the nontargets in this condition, resulting in a
statistically significant interaction between condition (e.g., switch
vs. repetition trial) and the selected item (i.e., distractor vs. nontar-
get). In contrast, if switch trials interfere mainly with target selec-
tion, we should observe similar increases in the number of
selection of the nontargets and the irrelevant distractor (leading
to a main effect of switch trials).

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
Twelve paid volunteers ($10/h) from the University of Queens-

land, Australia, took part in the experiment. The participants were
half male and half female, and had a mean age of 22.5. All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive as to the
purpose of the experiment.

2.1.2. Materials
An Intel Duo 2 CPU 2.4 GHz computer with a 1700 flat screen colour

monitor (FP92E) was used to generate and display the stimuli and to
control the experiment. Stimuli were presented with a resolution of

Fig. 1. Example displays: observers had to respond to the orientation of a large bar (left/right), while ignoring the odd coloured distractor (red or green). Panels on the left
depict examples of valid trials, where the colour singleton distractor was at the same position as the target; displays on the right depict examples of invalid trials. The set size
7 condition is not displayed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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1280 � 1024 pixels and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. A video-based
infra-red eye-tracking system was used (Eyelink 1000, SR Research,
Ontario, Canada) with a spatial resolution of 0.1� and a temporal res-
olution of 500 Hz. Participants were seated in a normally lit room,
with their head fixated by the eyetracker’s chin rest and forehead
support, and viewed the screen from a distance of 62 cm.

2.1.3. Stimuli
Fig. 1 shows an example of the stimuli. The search displays con-

sisted of 5 or 7 red or green disks (2.9� diameter) presented against
a white background. Red and green were matched for luminance
with a digital photometer (red: 32.90 cd/m2; green: 32.74 cd/m2).
The task-relevant items were black bars tilted 45� to the left or right
and presented centrally on each disk. The target was a bar that was
larger (1.75� � 0.28�) than the other bars (all 0.74� � 0.09�). All
stimuli were equally spaced on the outlines of an imaginary circle
with a diameter of 12.5�, starting at the 12 o’clock position.

2.1.4. Design
In the experiment, participants had to search for a large bar and

to report its orientation by a keypress. In all search displays, one of
the coloured disks was presented in a different colour than the
remaining disks, constituting a colour singleton distractor. The
experiment comprised four blocked conditions which differed in
the featural certainty of the distractor (same vs. mixed colours)
and the way the distractor was mapped to the nontarget and target
positions across trials (ASP vs. ISP; see above). The order of blocks
was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin square
procedure.

Within each block, the set size (5 or 7 items) was controlled so
that each block consisted of roughly equal numbers of set size 5
and 7 trials. Moreover, the target position, distractor position and re-
sponse were controlled such that the target occurred with each re-
sponse-defining item (left vs. right) once in each position
combined with the distractor position. In the mixed conditions, the
colour of the distractor was varied randomly, so that repetition trials
and switch trials had the same probability. In the ASP constant and
ASP mixed conditions, participants completed 164 trials each (5 tar-
get positions � 4 distractor positions � 2 response alternatives � 2
repetitions + 7 target positions � 6 distractor positions � 2 re-
sponse alternatives = 80 + 84 = 164 trials), in the ISP constant and
ISP mixed condition, participants completed 198 trials (5 target posi-
tions � 5 distractor positions � 2 response alternatives � 2 repeti-
tions + 7 target positions � 7 distractor positions � 2 response
alternatives = 100 + 98 = 198 trials).

Before the first block, participants completed 25 practice trials
without any colour singleton distractors, which were not included
in the analyses. Between blocks, participants were encouraged to
take a rest. On average, it took 50 min to complete the experiment.

2.1.5. Procedure
Each trial started with the presentation of a small black fixation

cross (0.28� � 0.28�) that served as a fixation control: The stimulus
display was only presented if the tracking was stable (no blinks)
and the gaze was within 50 pixels (1.3�) of the centre of the fixa-
tion cross, for at least 500 ms (within a time-window of
2000 ms). Otherwise, participants were calibrated anew (9-point
calibration) and the next trial started again with the fixation
control.

Upon presentation of the stimulus display, participants were
required to search the display for the large bar and to press
the right mouse button when it was tilted to the right, and
the left button when it was tilted to the left. The stimulus dis-
play remained on screen until response, and was immediately
succeeded by a feedback display. The feedback display consisted
in the black printed words ‘‘right” or ‘‘wrong” (Arial Black, 13

pt.) that were presented centrally and remained on screen for
500 ms. After an intertrial interval of 250 ms, in which a blank
white screen was presented, the next trial started with the pre-
sentation of the fixation cross.

Before each block, participants were calibrated with a 9-point
calibration and were given written instruction about the next
block. In particular, they were given full information about the
colour singleton distractor (e.g., whether the items could change
colour; and whether the distractor coincided with the target at
chance level or not). Participants were instructed to ignore the
distractor and to respond as fast as possible without making
any mistakes.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Data
Data were excluded from all analyses when the manual response

times (RTs) exceeded 2000 ms, or when the eyes had not been fixat-
ing on the target within 2000 ms. The eyes were counted as fixating
on the target if the gaze had been within 1� of the centre of the re-
sponse-related stimulus, and no saccade occurred (velocity < 30�/
s). One subject was excluded because the eye movement data indi-
cated that he had not moved his eyes away from the fixation point
on a sufficient number of trials. Of the remaining trials, 5.44% had
to be excluded (0.1% because of RT outliers, 5.34% because of the fail-
ure to select the target within 2000 ms). Moreover, trials on which a
manual response error occurred were excluded from the analyses of
RTs and eye movements (1.58%). In the statistical analyses, where
appropriate, the Greenhouse-Geisser corrected p-values were re-
ported, together with the uncorrected degrees of freedom.

2.2.2. Set size effects
Search efficiency was assessed by computing a 4 � 2 ANOVA

over the mean RTs of each distractor condition (ASPconst, ASPmixed,
ISPconst, ISPmixed), and set size condition (5 vs. 7). The results
showed only a significant main effect of set size (F(1, 10) = 16.7;
p = .002), reflecting that, on average, RTs were 14 ms shorter in
the set size 5 condition than in the set size 7 condition (all other
Fs < 1). The slope (7 ms/item) was thus within the range of efficient
or pop-out search (e.g., Wolfe, 1998). For the subsequent analyses,
data were pooled over the different set size conditions.

2.2.3. Capture by the irrelevant distractor
The mean proportion of first fixations on the target, the distrac-

tor and the nontargets in each of the conditions are depicted in
Table 1. Capture by the irrelevant distractor was assessed by com-
paring the proportion of trials where the irrelevant distractor was
selected first with the proportion of trials where one of the incon-
spicuous nontargets was selected first. Moreover, to ensure that
the results were not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off, the visual
response time (VRT), that is, the time from the onset of the trial
to the point in time where the eyes were located at a stimulus loca-
tion. In the ISP conditions, only invalid trials were included in this
analysis, to render the ISP comparable to the ASP conditions, which
consisted of invalid trials only.

The results of a 4 � 2 ANOVA comparing the proportion of non-
target and distractor fixations across the four conditions showed
that the salient distractor (27.2%) was selected more often than
any of the nontargets (13.8%; F(1, 10) = 9.7; p = .011). However, this
effect was qualified by a significant interaction between the se-
lected item (nontarget vs. distractor) and the search condition
(F(3, 30) = 6.3; p = .013).

Pairwise comparisons revealed that the distractor was selected
more frequently than the nontargets in three of the four blocked
conditions; the ASPmixed condition, where the colour of the distrac-
tor randomly varied (mean difference = 12.2%; t(10) = 3.6; p = .005),
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and in both ISP conditions, where the distractor coincided with the
target at chance level (ISPconst: mean difference = 24.3%; t(10) = 3.6;
p = .005; ISPmixed: mean difference = 14.9%; t(10) = 4.3; p = .001).
However, the nontargets and the distractor were equally often se-
lected in the ASPconst condition, where the distractor colour was
constant (mean difference = 2.2%; t < 1).

Capture by the irrelevant distractor (i.e., proportion of distractor
fixations minus proportion of nontarget fixations) was also signif-
icantly or marginally significantly stronger in the ISPconst condition
than in the ASPconst condition (t(10) = 5.6; p < .001) and the AS-
Pmixed condition (t(10) = 2.1; p = .059). Moreover, capture was mar-
ginally significantly stronger in the ISPmixed condition than in the
ASPconst condition (t(10) = 2.2; p = .052).

Taken together, the results indicate that the distractor captured
more strongly in the ISP than in the ASP, and in the ASP, capture
was stronger when the distractor varied (ASPmixed) than when it re-
mained constant across trials (ASPconst). To ensure that these differ-
ences were not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off, the mean VRTs
of fixations on the target, the nontargets and the irrelevant distrac-
tor were compared across the four search conditions. The 4 � 3
ANOVA showed no significant differences in VRT between the dif-
ferent conditions, indicating that the differences in the distractor
effect were not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off. The analysis
showed a significant main effect of the selected item only
(F(2, 10) = 23.9; p < .001), reflecting that, in all conditions, VRTs
to the nontargets were shortest and VRTs to the target were lon-
gest, with VRT to the distractor being intermediate. Across all con-
ditions, saccades to the nontargets were reliably initiated earlier
than saccades to the target (all ps < .001). Saccades to the distractor
were initiated significantly earlier than saccades to the target only
in the ASPconst and ISPconst conditions (both ps = .004). Moreover,
saccades to a nontarget were initiated significantly earlier than
saccades to the distractor in all search conditions, with the only
exception of the ISPconst condition (all other ps < .05).

2.2.4. Oculomotor capture on switch trials and after valid trials
To assess whether the irrelevant distractor would capture atten-

tion more strongly when its features changed (ASPmixed) or when
the distractor had been presented at the target location (ISPconst),
or both (ISPmixed), the proportion of trials where the distractor
had been selected first was assessed separately for repetition trials
and switch trials (or for trials following valid versus invalid trials,
respectively).

A 2 � 2 ANOVA comparing the mean proportion of distractor
selections and nontarget selections on repetition versus switch tri-
als in the ASPmixed condition showed a significant main effect of the
selected item (F(1, 10) = 12.4; p = .006) and a significant effect of
switch (F(1, 10) = 5.2; p = .046). The interaction between the two
variables was also significant (F(1, 10) = 8.4; p = .016), indicating
that capture by the irrelevant distractor was significantly stronger
on switch trials than on repetition trials. Pairwise comparisons
showed that the distractor was selected significantly more often
than the nontargets on switch trials (t(10) = 3.9; p = .003), and
marginally significantly more often than the nontargets on repeti-
tion trials (t(10) = 2.2; p = .053). Critically, switching the features of
the distractor led to significantly more frequent selection of the
distractor (t(10) = 2.9; p = .014), but not of the nontargets.

The same analyses computed over the mean VRTs revealed that
saccades to the target were significantly delayed by switching the
features of the distractor (t(10) = 2.5; p = .031). Switch trials also de-
layed eye movements to the distractor and the nontargets, but these
differences were far from significant (both ps > .26). This indicates
that switch trials do not prompt more erroneous selection of the dis-
tractor by prompting saccades to be initiated earlier.

In the ISPconst condition, capture on invalid trials was compared
between trials where the distractor on the previous trial had been
presented at the target position (n � 1 valid trials) and trials where
the distractor on the previous trial had been presented away from
the target position (n � 1 invalid trials). A corresponding 2 � 2 AN-
OVA comparing the proportions of distractor versus nontarget
selections on n � 1 valid trials versus n � 1 invalid trials showed
a significant main effect of the selected item (F(1, 10) = 18.2;
p = .002), of n � 1 validity (F(1, 10) = 21.9; p = .001), and a signifi-
cant interaction between the two variables (F(1, 10) = 13.0;
p = .005). The interaction reflects that the distractor (but not the
nontargets) captured stronger after a valid trial than after an inva-
lid trial. However, the distractor was selected more frequently than
the nontargets both after valid trials (t(10) = 4.5; p = .001) and after
invalid trials (t(10) = 3.1; p = .011).

An analysis of the VRT showed a trend for saccades being de-
layed when the previous trial was a valid trial (t(10) = 2.0;
p = .07), and the opposite trend for saccades to the distractor and
nontargets, which were elicited earlier (t(10) = 1.1; p = .28, and
t(8) = 2.0; p = .08). (Note that the analysis of the nontarget VRT in-
cluded only nine subjects, because two subjects had not selected
any of the nontargets in the ISPconst.)

Table 1
Mean proportion of first fixations on the target, distractor and nontargets (Prop), and latencies of these fixations (VRTs).

Selected item ASPconst ASPmixed ISPconst ISPmixed ISPmixed, only invalid & n-1 invalidb

invalid invalid valid invalid valid invalid Switch Rep.

Target Prop 62.7% 59.4% 87.8% 57.6 82.6% 57.5% 54.6% 60.9%
VRT 282 286 260 282 265 283 288 281

Distr. Prop 19.8% 26.2% – 33.4% – 28.7% 35.2% 23.9%
VRT 258 271 – 255 – 267 268 270

Nont. Prop 17.5% 14.4% 12.2% 9.0% 17.4% 13.8% 11.8% 15.9%
VRT 242 242 324 252 252 240 240 239

ASPmixed ISPconst, only invalid trials ISPmixed, only invalid trialsa ISPmixed, only Rep.c

Switch Rep. n � 1 valid n � 1 invalid n � 1 valid n � 1 invalid n � 1 valid n � 1 invalid

Target Prop 56.7% 62.1% 43.1% 60.6% 54.8 57.9% 39.1% 61.0%
VRT 292 281 292 281 283 284 286 281

Distr. Prop 30.1% 22.3% 50.6% 29.8% 31.6% 28.2% 50.5% 23.2%
VRT 277 266 251 257 260 269 253 270

Nont. Prop 13.2% 15.6% 6.3% 9.5% 13.6% 13.9% 10.4% 15.8%
VRT 244 240 227 255 235 241 236 239

a,b,c Data from analyses 1, 2, and 3 of the ISPmixed condition, respectively.
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The data from the ISPmixed condition were analysed in three dif-
ferent ways:

1. First, the data were analysed analogously to the data from the
ISPconst condition, to test whether the priming-induced distrac-
tor effect is driven by the spatial co-occurrence of a salient col-
our distractor and the target (Lamy, Bar-Anan, Egeth, & Carmel,
2006). To that aim, changes in the colour of the distractor across
trials were ignored (repetition and switch trials were pooled
together), and the effect of distractor validity from the previous
trial was assessed by comparing the effects of n � 1 valid trials
to n � 1 invalid trials on distractor and nontarget selection. A
corresponding 2 � 2 ANOVA showed only a significant main
effect of the selected item, with more frequent selection of
the salient distractor than the nontargets (F(1, 10) = 19.3;
p = .001), but selection was not influenced by the validity of
the distractor on the previous trial. This contrasts with the
results from the ISPconst condition and indicates that increased
capture after valid distractor trials critically depends on the fea-
ture value of the distractor, not merely on its singleton status.
Analoguously, the mean VRTs to the target, distractor or a non-
target did not differ between n � 1 valid and n � 1 invalid trials
(all ps > .17).

2. Secondly, data from the ISPmixed were analysed for possible
effects of colour changes on capture, analogous to the results
of ASPmixed condition. As in the ASP, only invalid trials that
were preceded by invalid trials were included in the analysis,
and capture was compared between repetition trials versus
switch trials. A corresponding 2 � 2 ANOVA comparing the
effect of repetition versus switch trials on the proportion of
nontarget and distractor fixations showed a significant main
effect of the selected item (F(1, 10) = 17.7; p = .001), the previ-
ous trial (F(1, 10) = 6.4; p = .030), and a significant interaction
between the two variables (F(1, 10) = 13.8; p = .004). Pairwise
comparisons showed that the distractor was significantly
more often selected than the nontargets on switch trials
(t(10) = 4.9; p = .001), whereas these differences were only
marginally significant on repetition trials (t(10) = 2.2;
p = .055). However, both the distractor and the nontargets
were more frequently selected on switch trials than on repe-
tition trials (distractor: t(10) = 3.7; p = .004; nontargets:
t(11) = 2.4; p = .037). In sum, the results from the ISPmixed

condition replicate the results from the ASPmixed condition.
Analysis of the VRTs showed no differences between repeti-
tion and switch trials on the speed of eye movements to
the target, distractor or the nontargets (all ps > .14), indicating
that the results are not complicated by a speed-accuracy
trade-off.

3. The third analysis evaluated possible effects of distractor
validity on capture, analogous to the analysis of the ISPconst

data. In this analysis, only trials where the distractor feature
had remained the same across trials were included (i.e., rep-
etition trials), and capture was compared between trials fol-
lowing valid versus invalid trials (i.e., n � 1 valid vs. n � 1
invalid trials; see Fig. 2 for a comparison of the effects). Com-
paring capture between n � 1 valid and n � 1 invalid trials
showed a significant main effect of the selected item
(F(1, 10) = 20.2; p = .001), of the validity of the distractor on
the previous trial (F(1, 10) = 18.8; p = .001), and also a signif-
icant interaction between the variables (F(1, 10) = 17.8;
p = .002). The distractor was significantly more often selected
than the nontargets on trials following valid trials (t(10) = 4.7;
p = .001), whereas these differences were only marginally sig-
nificant often selected on trials following invalid trials
(t(10) = 2.2; p = .052). Both the distractor and the nontargets

were selected significantly more frequently after a valid than
after an invalid trial (distractor: t(10) = 4.4; p = .001; nontar-
gets: t(10) = 2.2; p = .021).

In addition, the VRTs to the distractor were also 17 ms shorter
on same-colour n � 1 valid trials (t(10) = 2.1; p = .06), whereas
the VRTs to the target or the nontargets did not show any differ-
ences between n � 1 valid and n � 1 invalid trials (all ps > .52).
Taken together, in the ISPmixed condition, the distractor captured
more strongly on trials preceded by same-colour valid trials
than on same-colour invalid trials, replicating the result pattern
in the ISPconst condition. This indicates that capture by the dis-
tractor does not depend only on whether it has the same feature
as the target on the previous trial. In addition, the informativity
of the distractor feature on the previous trial apparently plays
an important role, since capture was stronger when the single-
ton feature had been presented at the target position (n � 1 va-
lid trial).

To further evaluate this hypothesis, it was tested whether the
validity of the distractor on the previous trial (analysis (3)) ex-
erts a stronger effect on capture than repeating vs. changing
the distractor feature (analysis (2); see Fig. 2). A 2 � 2 ANOVA
comparing the two effects in the ISPmixed condition showed a
significant main effect of condition (F(1, 10) = 9.2; p = .013) and
of the previous trial (F(1, 10) = 22.8; p = .001). Moreover, the
interaction between the two variables was significant
(F(1, 10) = 9.2; p = .013), reflecting that presenting the distractor
at the same location as the target enhanced capture by the dis-
tractor more than changing the distractor colour across invalid
trials. The same results were obtained when the difference
scores between distractor selection and nontarget selection were
taken as an indicator for capture. The corresponding analysis of
the VRTs did not show any significant differences. Thus, analysis
of the ISPmixed condition reveals that the distractor is selected
much more frequently when it was valid on the previous trial
than when it merely changes the feature.

2.3. Cumulative repetition effects in ASPmixed and ISPconst

A previous study showed that attentional capture by the dis-
tractor was not only stronger, but also longer-lasting in the ISP
than the ASP condition: Whereas capture was mostly eliminated
after just one repetition trial in the ASP, capture gradually de-
creased with an increasing number of repetition trials in the ISP
and ceased to exist only after two or more repetitions (Becker,
2007). To test whether this result pattern can also be obtained with
the present, oculomotor capture paradigm, the effect of consecu-
tively repeating the distractor feature for 1, 2 or 3 times on invalid
trials was compared between the ASPmixed and the ISPconst condi-
tion (see Fig. 3A and B).

A 2 � 3 ANOVA comparing distractor and nontarget selections in
each of the three repetition conditions in the ASPmixed condition
showed only a marginally significant effect of the selected item
(F(1, 10) = 4.7; p = .055), but no significant interaction between rep-
etition and distractor selection (F < 1). Selection of the distractor was
only more frequent than selection of the nontargets on switch trials
(t(10) = 3.8; p = .003), but not on any of the repetition trials (all
ts < 1.9; all ps > .09). Thus, in the ASPmixed condition, the distractor
apparently loses the ability to capture after the first repetition.

By contrast, the same ANOVA computed over repetitions of in-
valid trials in the ISPconst showed a significant main effect of the se-
lected item (F(1, 10) = 14.3; p = .004) and a marginally significant
main effect of repetition (F(1, 10) = 3.6; p = .059). More important,
the interaction between the two variables was significant
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(F(1, 10) = 7.6; p = .005), reflecting that repeating invalid trials over
consecutive trials significantly reduced the proportion of distractor

selection (F(1, 10) = 6.8; p = .007), whereas it did not affect selec-
tion of the nontargets (F < 1). However, pairwise comparisons

Fig. 2. Mean proportion of first fixations on the irrelevant distractor and the nontargets in the ISPmixed condition. Histograms on the left (‘‘as ASP”) show differences in capture
on trials where the previous distractor colour was same versus different from the distractor on the current trial (repetition and switch, respectively). Histograms on the right
(‘‘as ISP”) show differences in capture according to whether the distractor on the previous trial had been valid versus invalid (n � 1 valid and n � 1 invalid, respectively). Error
bars represent ±1 SEM. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Effects of repeating the distractor colour on successive trials, depicted separately for the ASPmixed condition (3A) and the ISPconst condition (3B). The VRTs for selection
of the distractor and nontarget were not depicted, because the amount of data was insufficient: In the ASP, there were 77, 38, 19, and 22 trials, and in the ISP there were 51,
40, 36 and 170 trials in each repetition condition, respectively. Error bars represent ±1 SEM. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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revealed that the distractor was more frequently selected than the
nontargets across all repetition conditions (all ts > 2.4; all ps < .04),
indicating that the distractor had generally stronger and longer
lasting effects in the ISP than in the ASP.

This interpretation could be confirmed by a 2 � 2 � 3 ANOVA
computed over the repetition trials in the ASPmixed and ISPconst con-
dition. The analysis showed a significant main effect of the selected
item (F(1, 10) = 14.7; p = .003), a marginally significant main effect
of the previous trial (F(1, 10) = 3.8; p = .058), a significant two-way
interaction between the search condition and the selected item
(F(1, 10) = 11.5; p = .007) as well a significant 3-way interaction be-
tween all variables (F(1, 10) = 5.4; p = .017). Separate ANOVAs
computed over selection of the distractor versus the nontargets
showed that consecutive repetitions reduced distractor selection
significantly more in the ISPconst than in the ASPmixed condition
(F(2, 20) = 4.3; p = .039; selection of the nontargets did not differ
between the ISPconst and the ASPmixed condition). This indicates that
valid trials (in the ISP) affected capture on subsequent invalid trials
much stronger than mere changes of the colour of the irrelevant
distractor on invalid trials (in the ASP; compare Fig. 3A and B).

2.4. Discussion

The results of the present study yield some important new
insights into the factors that guide attention and the eyes in vi-
sual search. First, the results showed that oculomotor capture by
a colour singleton is mediated to a large extent by intertrial ef-
fects, as the distractor foremost captured when its features
switched, compared to the previous trial. These findings are in
line with earlier studies using a covert attention task.1 For in-
stance, Olivers and Humphreys (2003) found that an irrelevant
distractor interfered most with search when the distractor had
been presented at the target position on the previous trial (n � 1
valid trial). Similarly, Pinto and colleagues (2005) found that an
irrelevant colour singleton distractor produced more interference
when the target shape switched across trials. Finally, Becker
(2007) showed that switching the features of the distractors led
to stronger distractor effects, as measured by compatibility effects.
These earlier findings already undermine the view that attentional
capture by an irrelevant salient distractor depends on (1) the fea-
ture contrasts of target and distractor and (2) knowledge about
the exact features of the target and distractor (e.g., Theeuwes
et al., 2003).

However, the present study is the first study to demonstrate
that oculomotor capture by an irrelevant colour singleton distrac-
tor is mediated by intertrial priming effects. This helps resolving
some difficulties of earlier studies that provided only indirect evi-
dence for the view that intertrial changes selectively enhance the
attention-driving capacity of the distractor. In advance to earlier
studies, the present study assessed capture by comparing the pro-
portion of distractor fixations with the proportion of fixations on
the inconspicuous nontargets. This allows assessing whether
switch trials indeed modulate the attention-driving capacity of
the distractor, as was commonly assumed (e.g., Becker, 2007) –
or whether switch trials affect distractor selection more
indirectly, either by promoting parallel had processing of the dis-
tractor and target, or by interfering primarily with target
selection, which leads to more frequent selection of the distractor

because all nontargets are selected more frequently.2 The results
showed that switching the distractor colour led to selectively more
frequent fixations of the distractor, without increasing the propor-
tion of fixations on the inconspicuous nontargets. This shows that
switching the colour of the distractor directly modulated the atten-
tion-driving capacity of the distractor, and legitimates earlier
claims that the distractor effect is largely based on feature-specific
intertrial effects (e.g., Becker, 2007; Olivers & Humphreys, 2003):
Presumably, irrelevant distractors are usually filtered out by inhib-
iting the particular feature value of the distractor on a given trial
(e.g., red). This inhibition then carries over to the next trial, allow-
ing immediate selection of the target when the distractor has the
same feature as on the previous trial. By contrast, when the fea-
tures of the distractor switch, the inhibited feature is transferred
to the remaining items, whereas the distractor has a high atten-
tion-driving capacity on switch trials. The finding that capture by
the irrelevant salient distractor is mediated by such feature-based
intertrial effects emphasises the importance of feature-based inter-
trial effects over feature contrast computations in the guidance of
attention and eye movements.

2.5. Implications for priming

A second important finding was that intertrial priming effects
affected eye movements differently according to the informativity
or n � 1 validity of the distractor. This shows that information
about the informativity or correlatedness of the distractor colour
with the target feature is transferred across trials along with infor-
mation about the colour itself. The programming of saccades is
then influenced both by information about the distractor feature
and by the correlatedness of this feature with the target position.
This indicates that intertrial priming effects are more sophisticated
than originally thought, because they vary with the predictivity or
the ‘‘correlated-ness” of a feature with the target position (e.g.,
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994).

On the other hand, the conjecture that more complex informa-
tion can be transferred across trials is in accord with some recent
studies that show, for instance, that priming can consist in inter-
trial transfers of holistic information (e.g., Hillstrom, 2000; Huang,
Holcombe, & Pashler, 2004), and object-specific information (Krist-
jansson, Ingvarsdottir, & Teitsdottir, 2008). In addition, Becker
(2008c, 2010), showed that priming can consist of intertrial trans-
fers of relational or contextual information about the target, that

1 Deviating from the covert attention study, the present study showed that, in the
ISPmixed condition, capture was stronger on invalid trials following valid trials than
invalid trials – but only if the feature of the distractor had remained the same across
trials. In the covert twin attention study, the ISPmixed condition did not show any
systematic pattern of intertrial changes (Becker, 2007). However, this may be due to
the fact that trials were pooled and analysed differently in the earlier study (see
Becker, 2007).

2 It could be argued that inferences from eye movements about attention are not
legitimate, because it is possible that attention shifts to the distractor are not
followed by an eye movement. For instance, Theeuwes et al. (2003) found in their
ASPconst condition that the distractor was selected on only 1.5% of all trials and did not
elongate VRT to the target, but that RT were nevertheless longer in the distractor
present condition than in the distractor absent condition. From these results, they
concluded that the distractor had captured attention without capturing the eyes.
However, this interpretation is not without problems: Assuming that covert attention
shifts to the distractor cost time and that such attention shifts occur prior to target
selection, it follows that mean VRTs to the target should have been elongated in the
distractor present condition, if the distractor had indeed captured attention covertly.
This was not the case, indicating that longer RT in the distractor present condition
was not related to attentional capture by the distractor. Analogously, in the present
study, there is no reason to assume that – contrary to the eye movement data –
attention was captured more in the ASPconst condition than in the ASPmixed condition,
or more on repetition trials than on switch trials, because the VRT to the target were
very similar across the conditions, leaving no room for covert attention shifts.
Secondly, the observation that attention can shift without moving the eyes does not
necessarily invalidate the method of investigating attention with eye movements.
Note that all interpretations are restricted to cases where an eye movement was
observed, whereas the absence of eye movements is not interpreted. There is a large
consensus that attention shifts precede eye movements, so that an attention shift to
the distractor can be inferred from a corresponding eye movement (e.g., Deubel &
Schneider, 1996).
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specifies how the target differs from the nontargets (e.g., larger,
redder, or darker).

Although these results suggest that more complex informa-
tion or a different kind of information than feature-specific infor-
mation can be transferred across trials, most of the studies left
open whether this information indeed influenced selection, or
whether it affected processes located at later stages (e.g., deci-
sional processes, or response selection; see, e.g., Becker, 2008c).
Specifically with regard to more complex information, it has
been proposed that it may affect post-selectional processes
rather than early processes that guide attention (e.g., Huang
et al., 2004). In contrast to this, the present study suggests that,
in priming, feature-specific information can combine with a dif-
ferent kind of information (e.g., about the correlatedness of the
target) and influence the guidance of attention and eye move-
ments on subsequent trials.

2.6. Implications for theories of attention and eye movements

The present study found that the mean times needed to select
the distractor (VRT) were consistently shorter than the VRTs for
target selection. This is in line with earlier studies (e.g., Ludwig &
Gilchrist, 2003; Theeuwes et al., 2003), and shows that saccades
to the distractor were initiated earlier than saccades to the target.3

In previous studies, corresponding findings have been taken to show
that information about feature contrasts is available at an earlier
point in time than feature-specific information. Thus, salient items
with a high feature contrast are thought to affect the guidance of
attention and eye movements at an earlier point in time than top-
down, feature-specific information, which feeds later into the stream
and can influence eye movements only at a later stage (e.g., compet-
itive integration model of eye movements; Godijn & Theeuwes,
2002; Van Zoest & Donk, 2004; Van Zoest & Donk, 2005; Van Zoest
& Donk, 2006; Van Zoest, Donk, & Theeuwes, 2004).

However, the results of the present study are not in line with
such models of attention and eye movement control. First, the
present study also showed that the VRTs of saccades to the distrac-
tor were shorter than VRTs of saccades to the target. However,
shorter VRTs of saccades to the distractor were probably not due
to the fact that feature contrast information was available at an
earlier point in time. Rather, capture by the salient distractor was
mediated by feature-specific intertrial effects, indicating that
shorter VRTs of saccades to the distractor than to the target were
similarly due to feature-specific intertrial carry-over effects. This
indicates that shorter VRTs to the distractor than to the target can-
not be cited as evidence for feature contrast information guiding
attention and eye movements.

Secondly, and more importantly, eye movements to the incon-
spicuous nontargets were initiated even earlier than eye move-
ments to the salient distractor. Across all conditions, the
nontargets elicited erroneous saccades prior to the point in time
when the distractor captured the eyes.4 This finding, too, casts

doubt on the notion that irrelevant distractors involuntarily capture
the eyes in virtue of their feature contrast: Applying the line of rea-
soning of Van Zoest et al. (2004), we would have to conclude that the
inconspicuous nontargets capture attention and the eyes at an ear-
lier stage than salient distractors. Moreover, assuming that the
ordering of VRTs allows inferences about the point in time where dif-
ferent kinds of information become available to the visual system,
we would be forced to conclude that information about the nontar-
gets is available prior to information about the feature contrast of
the distractor.

However, it is difficult to see what kind of information about
the nontargets could have possibly guided attention and the eyes
to the nontarget items. This calls into question the view that erro-
neous selections of the distractor can or should be equated with
oculomotor capture. Rather, oculomotor capture by irrelevant dis-
tractors should perhaps be viewed as erroneous saccades, with
the ordering of VRTs reflecting the magnitude of the saccade er-
ror. Recall that the precision of saccades improves with longer
VRTs, presumably because longer saccade initiation times allow
information about the search display to accumulate, so that sac-
cades with longer initiation times are based on more detailed
information about the search display (e.g., Findlay, 1997). Selec-
tion of the inconspicuous nontargets could be viewed as a more
severe saccade error than saccades to the distractor, because
there are many nontarget items, which are all very similar to
one another, so that the information gain at a single nontarget
location is very low. By contrast, selection of the salient distractor
would seem a less severe saccade error, especially on switch tri-
als, when the distractor inherits the feature formerly associated
with the target. Moreover, the information gain at the distractor
location is generally higher, because the distractor has a unique
feature. Since the target also had a unique feature, it could also
be argued that distractor selections constitute less severe saccade
errors because the distractor was more similar to the target than
the nontargets (e.g., Bacon & Egeth, 1994; Folk & Remington,
2006, 2008; Leber & Egeth, 2006).

In sum, the view that distractors elicit involuntary saccades in
the fashion of bottom-up oculomotor capture has difficulties to ex-
plain erroneous saccades to the nontargets, and specifically, that
such saccades are initiated earlier in time than saccades to the sali-
ent distractor. For the future, it may be prudent to avoid the the-
ory-laden term ‘‘oculomotor capture” and to speak of erroneous
saccades to the distractor instead, so that the term oculomotor
capture can be reserved for instances where the irrelevant distrac-
tor is selected at a very early stage in visual search and in virtue of
its saliency (e.g., Mulckhuyse et al., 2008).
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